Verizon Smart Cart Reminder Terms and Conditions

What are Verizon Smart Cart Reminders?
Verizon Smart Cart Reminders are text messages that provide you a direct link back to your previously started, but unfinished, Verizon order.

How do I sign up for Verizon Smart Cart Reminders?
You will have numerous opportunities to sign-up for Verizon Smart Cart reminders during the ordering process by providing your Mobile Telephone Number and giving your consent.

Is it free?
Although there is no charge for the Verizon Smart Cart Reminders, message and data rates may apply depending on your wireless carrier plan.

What if I don't want to receive any additional messages from the short code 34763?
To stop receiving any Verizon Smart Cart Reminders, simply text "Stop" to the short code 34763. After doing so you will no longer receive any Reminders. You may also reply “Stop” to the Verizon Smart Cart Reminder text message when you receive it.

After doing so you will no longer receive Verizon Smart Cart Reminders. It may take up to 10 business days for your preference change to take effect.

What if I want back in?
You can again start receiving Verizon Smart Cart Reminders by following any of the steps outlined in the above section titled: “How do I sign up for Verizon Smart Cart Reminders.”

Commands
Stop:
At any time you can text "Stop" to the short code 34763. This will prevent you from receiving any future Verizon Smart Cart Reminders to your Mobile Telephone Number.

What are the Participating Carriers?
Disclaimer:
T-Mobile is not liable for delayed or undelivered messages

Privacy Policy:
http://www.verizon.com/privacy